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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Agilisys Consultancy were asked to support a feasibilty study of how Local Authorities could
provide an online registration service for new residents. The objective was to research and
evaluate the different approaches and options for online service provision that are currently
available and being taken up, with the purpose to assess whether there would be any merit
in developing a joint programme for more than one local authority . The study was
sponsored by Capital Ambition and undertaken over 12 weeks in Partnership with three
London Borough Councils - Hammersmith & Fulham, Bexley and Wandsworth.

The scope of the project included reviewing 7 services across the three councils i.e. Council
tax registration, Electoral services, Waste & Recycling information provision, Parking
permits, Waste & Recycling permit, Library membership and Leisure membership. The seven
services were chosen in order to limit the scope of the study to a group of core services
used by new residents. The intention was that once a solution for these core services is
established, other relevant services for new residents, such as health and transport, could
be added.

We discovered that the current provision for services in scope varied between the three
Councils – mainly in terms of number of hand-offs, front-office/ back-office setup and
policies (see section 8.1). Each Council is currently taking a different approach to online
registration and is at a different stage of the journey towards full (i.e., self-service) online
service. The approach appears to be disjointed wherein the solutions offered for different
services are inconsistent. The online provision across the three councils involves
downloadable pdf forms, and in some cases eforms. Both these provisions are asynchronous
options and have limited value to customers and the organisation, as there is an ongoing
requirement for staff intervention to key-in the data into back-office systems to process the
registration. This adds additional hand-offs, creates customer record data inconsistencies
across different back-office systems and increases registration turnaround time. It also
means that the customer has to contact each service team individually to process new
registration wherein multiple customer records are created by the processing teams.
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On the contrary, based on our research and experience, there is strong evidence to suggest
that full online service provision (self service registration) could accelerate service
Transformation , as it will allow the organisation to bye-pass the hand-offs and delays built
into the existing offline process. This will eventually enable a smoother transition from the
“as-is” to the desired “to-be” organisation. In order to obtain maximum value (financial and
non-financial) from their investment, local authorities should be looking to move towards
self-service online provision.

We also researched and visited other London Councils deemed to have an effective online
service provision (see section 8.3). Further to our review with Westminster, Redbridge &
Southwark, we found no examples of a fully synchronous solution (i.e., an end-to-end
solution

that’s integrated from the online portal to back office systems, enabling self

service for new registrations without any staff intervention). Councils are taking different
approaches in their move towards automation. Additionally, we also reviewed the back
office systems used by councils and spoke to the respective vendors to understand system
capabilities and constraints in relation to an online portal.

Not only are there differences in whats offered online between Councils, even within each
Council, there are multiple types of online solutions for various services. We also identified
key issues such as data inconsistencies across different back office systems, absence of
common client record index and minimal sharing of of data between services – some key
dependencies for an effective online self-service solution. Given this understanding, our
objective was to produce options that are flexible (to include more services in future),
channel neutral (usable across multiple channels) and adaptable (generic modules which
can be created as shared development by multiple clients). Therefore, we concluded that
there are five technology approaches our clients could take in their move towards online
registration (see section 4.3):

1(a) Off-the-shelf Eforms package (without any integration with back-office systems)
2(a) Off-the-shelf Eforms package (asynchronous integration with back-office systems)
2(b) Customised online portal (asynchronous integration with back-office systems)
3(a) Vendor product extensions for self-service (based on existing back-office systems)
3(b) Customised self-service Portal (synchronous integration with back-office systems)
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Our business case evaluation of these options was conducted based on the new registration
volumes for each of the three client organisations. The total cost, savings and net result has
been calculated for a range of scenarios – realistic, optimistic & pessimistic (see section 5).
These scenarios take into the account the possible variations between the costs and savings
that may occur due to specific risks & factors for each client. The analysis led us to a
number of conclusions:

o

Council tax and Parking Permits are the key drivers for savings. Together, these two
services account for almost 70% of savings for all councils (see chart 20)

o

The savings for all solution options are directly proportional to the volume of new
registration transactions in the council. The implementation cost for each solution
option does not vary much between Councils. Therefore, between the three clients,
the highest positive net result is returned for Wandsworth (upto £1,100,000 over 5
years, ROI of 128%) while Bexley just breaks-even over this period (ROI of 6%).

o

The total cost of implementation (over 5 years) is relatively lower for asynchronous
options (i.e., 1a, 2a, 2b - cost range: £75,000 - £700,000) as compared to the
synchronous self service options (i.e., 3a, 3b - cost range: £700,000 - £1,200,000).
These costs are based on standard assumptions applicable to the three councils.
Actual costs may be higher or lower, depending on specific circumstances that
prevail within each council (such as system modules that may already have been
purchased, use of common property references, policies, types of back office
systems used etc).

o

Equally, the overall financial savings (over 5 years) are limited for the asynchronous
options (savings range: Zero to £400,000) when compared with the synchronous
options (savings range: £550,000 to £1,800,000).

o

Financial benefits have been calculated based only on process savings that will
accrue related to new registrations. Depending on the option selected, there will be
additional benefits in accommodation, overheads and ancilliary savings.

o

For self service options (3a & 3b), there will be additional savings from offering
Change of Circumstances, Account access and other services through the same online
portal (see illustration 17). If these additional savings are taken into account, selfservice options breakeven within 3 years for all three councils (see charts 24-28).
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Equally, there will be additional costs in order to enable these functionalities.
However, the net marginal return on that investment will be much higher.
o

For the integrated solutions (2a, 2b, 3a, 3b), a single customer data record will be
created for all services. This would prevent data inconsistencies in back office
systems that are propagated by the current processes. It will also allow Councils to
consistently apply changes in customer records across all systems, in a single
transaction and a timely manner.

o

There are certain constraints and dependencies that need to be considered for each
option. These range from review of current policies (evidence requirements) to data
sharing across IT systems and use of common property reference (see section 4.2).

o

We believe there is good potential to share development costs between Councils. In
case of the three clients, the costs would be shared only for the service portal and
user interface, due to the diversity of back office systems (see section 3.3). There
would be additional cost savings if the back-office systems are common between
councils and a shared development programme is commissioned by multiple councils.
Data relating to IT systems within London Boroughs is included in section 8.5.

Therefore our recommendations for moving this agenda forward are to:
-

rescope the current group of 7 services to include only those that return the highest
relative benefit (financial and customer) in order to maximize the savings and
reduce the overall implementation risk

-

Revise the business case based on an increased scope of transactions for self-service,
such as follow-up and ongoing account access for such services,

-

Reassess the service take-up rate (i.e., the percentage of total new resident
registrations that may take place through the online portal) assumptions for each
council, for the purpose of the business case, based on actual customer profile in
respective Boroughs.

For other Councils to benefit from this study, we recommend them to review their ongoing
online access strategy in order to devise a consistent approach (across services) to deliver
self-service online. Key drivers for a positive business case are high new registration
volumes for this core group of services, common back office systems when compared with
other councils and the customer profile in the borough.
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2. PROJECT OVERVIEW
2.1.

Scope of the Project

The project involved undertaking a feasibility study of developing a joint solution to
providing an online registration service for new residents. The scope of the project
included the following:
•

What are London councils doing for online service provision?

•

What are the benefits and constraints of investing in the solutions?

•

o

To the Customer

o

To the Organisation

Is there a business case for developing a joint/ common solution to registering
services for new residents?

•

How common are the services? (7 in scope)*

•

What are the volumes and how many residents could this impact?

•

What are the benefits and/ or constraints to consider?

•

What are the options and indicative costs of rolling out different proposals and
are there any benefits to doing so?

•

Recommendations on how this agenda can be moved forward.

*The seven named services in scope are:
1. Council Tax and direct debit registration
2. Provision of Information on bin collection and recycling methods
3. Permit registration for the new residents local recycling service
4. Electoral registration
5. Registering for a parking permit
6. Registering for a Library membership and
7. Registering for a Leisure membership
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2.2.

Sponsors

The Project is sponsored by Capital Ambition. The Project Board comprised the
following:
Sponsor:

Will Tuckley, London Borough of Bexley Chief Executive

Project Manager:

Steve Pennant (Capital Ambition)

Project Board Members:
Frank McGeady

– London Borough of Wandsworth

John Collins

– London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham

Graham Ward

– London Borough of Bexley

2.3.

Project drivers

There is much evidence to show that new residents account for a significant amount of
annual demand for Council Services. A quick survey by the Board’s Partners
established that the annual turnover of residents in their Boroughs can range between
10-30% of households. With multiple council services that could be implicated by any
new household, the relationship to demand is not difficult to establish.
The aspirations of the Board and the key project drivers are therefore to:
•

improve customer satisfaction and convenience through the provision of a
single online access route to multiple services

•

reduce the number of multiple contacts that a new resident would make
(avoidable contacts)

•

increase resident participation in local amenities and democracy and

•

reduce its members’ costs in providing these services in the medium to long
term through more automation, less human contact in the process and
reduction of front office costs.
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2.4.

Approach & deliverables

The final deliverable of this project is:
•

Final Report summarising the business case, findings & next steps

As part of our approach, the following key activities were carried out by Agilisys:
•

Over 20 interviews with Service managers in the three Councils and
benchmarked organisations, mainly to…

•

o

Understand the current service design, IT systems & volumetrics

o

Understand the customer journey and constraints

Reviewed research and resources on government websites to…
o

Undertake IT systems benchmarking across clients & London Councils

o

Investigate the current trends and issues related to customer access and
new resident “moving in” process

•

Analysed data/ insights, created solution options, assessed potential costs &
savings and business impact, in order to…
o

Develop a business case

o

Create a high level transition and programme plan

o

Outline the next steps and how to move forward with the solution(s)
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3. CURRENT SERVICE PROVISION
3.1.

New resident service volumes

The headline volumetrics data relating to the three client organisations is shown in the
table that follows:
Indicator

H&F

1

Total Population

Bexley

Wandsworth

172,500

222,100

281,800

83,008

94,622

132,079

19,030

20,000

41,490

23%

21%

31%

27,972

8,560

47,837

Electoral Registrations (Rolling) p.a.4

11,358

9,000

8,315

Electoral Registrations (canvass) p.a.5

20,270

16,151

45,692

Library Membership p.a.6

14,373

15,638

20,802

Leisure Services Membership p.a.7

8,570

11,034

14,000

Waste & Recycling Enquiries p.a.8

435

3,994

750

Total Domestic Properties
New Council Tax Registrations p.a.

2

Moving-in as a % of Total Properties
Parking Permits issued p.a.

3

Chart 1: Service Volumes for New Registrations
1 – Total population estimates based on 2007-mid-year National statistics estimates
2 – All figures are actual for year 2008-09 and include “moving in” and “moving within”. H&F figure is adjusted for
(excludes) 4,521 Landlord accounts.Wandsworth figure is adjusted for (excludes) 10,372 Landlord accounts – based on
estimated 20% of total accounts.
3 – Figures include temporary and full Permits. H&F is an annual estimate based on actual 3-month data from JanMar2009. Bexley & Wandsworth figures are actual for 2008-09.
4 – Figures are actual for new registrations for 9 months upto September 2008.
5 – Figures are actual based on stats returned to Electoral commission for Oct08-Dec08. These volumes have NOT been
included in the service volumes for business case and are shown in the above table for information only.
6 – H&F and Bexley figures are actual for 2008-09 Wandsworth data not available and estimated based on H&F and
Bexley data.
7 – Actual data available only for Wandsworth for 2008-09. Data for H&F & Bexley estimated based on WAndsworth
data.
8 – H&F data is an annual estimate based on CRM for new resident enquiries. Bexley data includes Recycling Permits
and new resident enquiries based on CRM. Wandsworth data is estimated new resident enquiries based on anecdotal
evidence provided by the Service.
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3.2.

Current service design

The provision for in-scope services for new Residents varies across the three client
organisations. The differences are mainly on account of the front office/ back office
set-up, hand-offs and customer registration at first point of contact.

The chart below summarizes the service provision for the three Boroughs for the
services in scope.

Illustration 2: Comparison of current service design
The turnaround time for Council tax registration varies from immediate to 10 days
between the three Councils. This is a key service for new Residents, as evidence of
Council tax account facilitates the registration for other services.
The Waste & Recycling permits are issued only by Bexley.
There is a lot of disparity in the service design, both within and between the the
clients. This results in inconsistent processes and poor customer experience for new
residents attempting to register for these services. The disparity also raises a
challenge for an out-of-the-box generic online solution for registration – primarliy due
to 17 different IT systems in use for these services in the three client organisations.
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There is between 30%-100% overlap in the customer data requested by each of the 6
services everytime the new resident attempts to register. This not only means poor
customer service but also propagates data inconsistencies between the IT records for
that customer. This also has an impact on managing the future changes in
circumstances for the customers.
We also found that multiple handling and interventions has resulted in increased
turnaround times. The varied policies relating to address validation make that a
manual process since there is little or no sharing of data across IT systems.
The detailed process diagrams and insights for services are included in the Appendices
Section 8.1
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3.3.

Comparison of IT systems

The following matrix outlines the different IT systems used by client organisations for
services in scope. The matrix also highlights the systems which facilitate or support
integration – a key requirement to facilitate online self-service provision for new
Residents.

Chart 3: Current IT systems matrix
There are over 15 systems between the client organisations. This makes it necessary to
have a large part of the solution that is customised to each client – especially in the
case of fully self-service option where system integration will be required.
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4. SOLUTION OPTIONS
4.1.

Principles & assumptions

4.1.1.

The optimal position is “customer self-service”

The current level of online service provision varies between the three councils. The
chart below maps the three clients based on level of online service provision for
services in scope. The chart can be viewed in conjunction with Illustration 2, shown
earlier in this document. It also highlights the key premise that the optimal position
for any council to be is to have the highest number of services being offered through
online self-service model.

Illustration 4: Current Online Service Provision & Optimal Position
By achieving the optimal position, councils will be able to make substantial front and
back office savings as well as offer the highest customer benefit.

4.1.2.

Multiple solution options cover the spectrum

Councils are in different stages of customer service offering. We’ve covered the entire
spectrum (highlighted by the shaded area in Illustration 4) with the Solution Options
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that have been recommended. Our view is that the aim should be to achieve full “Selfservice” in order to eliminate most of the avoidable front & back office transaction
costs.

4.1.3.

Business process impacts online service take-up
rate

Self-service and “real-time” registration are the two key factors that determine the
take-up rate of online service. Current experience shows that when there is a hand-off
in the online process, and the web channel is only used to collect registration
information, the take-up rate is extremely limited – the demand tends to get
channeled to F2F and tel access points. The chart below illustrates this relationship,
and the impact it has on avoidable contact.

Illustration 5: Impact of Turnaround time on online channel access & repeat contact
The solution options recommended are flexible (to include more services in future),
channel neutral (usable across multiple channels) and adaptable (generic modules
which can be created as shared development by multiple clients)

4.1.4.

Single data entry to avoid inconsistencies
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The table highlights the % of common data fields requested for services as compared
with council tax, i.e., mainly name, address & postcode.

Chart 6: Form-fields mapping
Customer is required to provide similar information across services, which is processed
by multiple front and back-office teams. Not only does this add avoidable over-heads,
but it also propagates data inconsistencies across IT systems which results in multiple
records for the same customer. In turn, this has an impact on change of circumstances
processing in the future.
For example, consistent data will allow the council, from the moment a change is
reported by a customer, to be able to cancel parking permit, stop benefits, avoid
overpayments etc. with the ability to apply the change across all IT system records
without any additional process.

4.2.

Dependencies

In order to implement any effective online access solution, there are some key
dependencies that need to be considered by the clients.
o

Consistent property reference database – All customer records need to be
linked to a common property reference database for the services offered
online. This is required to ensure that online real-time validation of
information submitted by the customer can be facilitated, as well as to ensure
that consistent data records are maintained across all service systems.

o

Ability to share information across IT systems – This is a dependency for
integrated online solutions. In order to facilitate processing registration
without having to completely rely on offline evidence validation, there should
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be a facility to have read-only validation access across important systems (such
as Council tax).
o

Pragmatic policies – There is a need to have policies that are pragmatic and
support online service provision. For example, the ability to issue temporary
permits, memberships and registrations, subject to offline validation at a
subsequent date will increase the take-up rate of online services.

o

The IT vendors for the back-office systems used by councils should have
integration services available for their systems which have been tested for bugs
and robustness.
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4.3.

Solution Options

There are 5 potential solution options grouped into 3 main categories. These range
from standard e-forms to full self-service. The diagram below shows the solution
options tree.

Illustrations 7: Solution Options tree
Option 1 offers the simplest form of value-added online channel access by adding
more functionality online than just downloadable pdf forms. The solution will allow
the user to update the e-form on the corporate website and submit the registration
request. The data will be received by the processing team and re-keyed into the back
office systems to complete the registration.
Option 2 builds on the first option and includes the added integration function to allow
for the user data to update the back office systems automatically. This option only
involves asynchronous transfer, which means that someone in the back office still
needs to intervene to process the registration and confirm to the user. The data is
integrated and may be held in a holding area, or within the main system itself,
awaiting processing. This functionality can be achieved either by using off-the-shelf eforms package and integrating the same or by undertaking a bespoke development of
connectors to achieve integration. The latter offers more flexibility and requires lesser
relative investment in order to progress to Option 3 model in the future.
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Option 3 builds on the previous option and allows for self-service through automatic
registration for the service. The account (or related) reference is returned to the user
as part of the same online interaction. Again, there are two ways of achieving this
solution – through the back office system extensions offered by the vendors (in most
cases) or through a bespoke development of online interface that is integrated with
the back office system. The latter offers a more consistent and coherent user
interface online as the data for all services can be collated through a common portal.
In the system vendor extension model (Option 3a), the online user interface for all the
different services is not coherent, and users are expected to maintain multiple login
information for each service.
The detailed IT architecture diagrams for all 5 Solution options follow, along with a
brief explanation.

In the IT architecture diagrams that follow, the “Channels” layer highlights the
channels through which this solution can be accessed. If there is little or no value in
using the solution for another channel besides online, those specific access channels
have been highlighted with a question-mark.
The “Service request” layer shows the solution used to facilitate online access for the
users. Based on the solution options, this could either be an off-the-shelf e-forms
package (Options 1a & 2a), bespoke portal (Options 2b & 3b) or vendor products
(Option 3a).
The “Service” layer contains the custom-developed logic that validates the customer
information against a standard common property database or any other reference.
This layer also contains the logic of how the customer data would be transmitted to
each service. It also defines the type of integration or format of customer data
required for each service (for example as an email attachment, txt file, integrated
into work-flow, integrated into back office system etc.)
The “Integration” layer shows the type of integration defined for each service (for
example through Line of Business connectors, work flow, email etc).
Finally, the one-way or two-way arrows into the back-office systems show whether the
integration is synchronous, or asynchronous, which determines whether or not
registration and account information is shared with the customer through the online
channel.
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4.3.1.

Solution Option 1a: Off-the-shelf Eforms

Legends

Customer Not Present

Customer Present

Contact Centre/ Post

Face to Face Counter

LLPG
Customer

Service
Service Orchestration
Orchestration

Email

Services

CSV
Back Office staff receives the service
requests for “few” services in RAW format
either via email, CSV file ( on network) or
in a Data Store.
Email, CSV: They input the information
manually into the LOB systems.

Back Office Staff

Council Tax

PERMITS

Internet

Off
Off the
the shelf
shelf E-forms
E-forms

Workflow

Service

?

?

Service
Request

Authentication
Service Request
Address
Validation

CHANNELS

Customers

Customer registers with Borough and
provide their General Details.
Customer Logs-in into the portal using
their credentials.

Electoral

Library

Leisure

Waste Manag.

Document
Management

Illustration 8: IT Architecture Diagram – Solution Option 1a
Benefits
Low implementation cost &
less development effort
(compared to bespoke
options)
No impact due to office
system upgrades

Limitations
Back office resources have to
key-in data into the systems
Potential data entry issues
due to double keying-in
Limited savings in front office
and no back office savings

Customer Experience
Customer does not get
registered real-time
Customer is not informed of
any status
Inferior online experience as
its only used as a data
collection channel
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4.3.2.

Solution Options 2a & 2b: Integrated E-forms (Offthe-shelf or Be-spoke)
Customer registers with Borough and
provide their General Details.
Customer Logs-in into the portal using
their credentials.

?

Service
Request

Authentication
Service Request
Address
Validation

Contact Centre/ Post

?

LLPG
Customer

Service
Service Orchestration
Orchestration

LOB
LOB System
System
Connectors
Connectors

Work
Tray

Services

Email

PERMITS

Electoral

Library

CSV

Back Office staff receives the service
requests for “few” services in RAW format
either via email, CSV file ( on network) or
in a Data Store.
Email, CSV: They input the information
manually into the LOB systems.

Back Office Staff

Council Tax

Internet

Off
Off the
the shelf
shelf E-forms
E-forms OR
OR Service
Service Request
Request Portal
Portal

Service
Integration

LOB systems
supporting
integration receive
the relevant
request.

Customer Not Present

Customer Present
Face to Face Counter

Workflow

Legends

CHANNELS

Customers

Leisure

Waste Manag.

Document
Management

Illustration 9: IT Architecture Diagram – Solution Options 2a & 2b
Benefits
Fewer back office resources
required as data integrates
automatically
No data entry issues as
there’s no requirement for
double keying

Limitations
Back office resources required
to process the registration
Limited or no benefit from
using the solution for F2F or
tel channels
Impact of software upgrades
on connectors

Customer Experience
Customer does not get
registered real-time
Customer can be informed of
the status manually through
the service portal
Inferior online experience as
its only used as a data
collection channel
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4.3.3.

Solution Option 3a: Integrated System Vendor’s
Eform
Customers

Service
Request

Authentication
Service Request/
Address
Validation
Account Details

Customer Not Present

Customer Present

CHANNELS

Legends

Contact Centre/ Post

Face to Face Counter

Internet

Self
Self Service
Service Portal
Portal
Council
Council Tax
Tax

Library
Library

Permits
Permits

Leisure
Leisure

Electoral
Electoral

Each BackOffice Portal has its
own Workflow process for
validating the Service
Requests. Service Requests
could be held into the Holding
area (Depending upon the
configuration) for validation,
before being passed to the
BackOffice systems.

Council Tax

Customer registers with each back
Office System Portal. There is NO
single sign on for each portal.

PERMITS

Waste
Waste Mang.
Mang.

Back Office system
Portals pass the service
requests directly into the
Back office systems. The
portals also retrieve the
Account information and
allow further actions (i.e.
Renew Permit, Update DD
Details etc)

Electoral

Library

Leisure

Waste Manag.

Document
Management

Illustration 10: IT Architecture Diagram – Solution Option 3a
Benefits
High front and back office
savings
Elimination of manual
intervention
Fewer customised
developments required

Limitations

Customer Experience

Solution is less joined-up and
difficult to add more services
There’s a dependency on
Vendors for availability of
products/ features
Limitations on using common
client references
Ongoing supplier support and
license fees

Customer gets registered realtime
Customer can be informed of
status through the service
portal
Users require to remember
multiple logons for separate
services
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Solution Option 3b: Fully Integrated Self-Service
Customer registers with Borough and
provide their General Details.
Customer Logs-in into the portal using
their credentials.

Legends

Contact Centre/ Post

LLPG
Customer

Service
Service Orchestration
Orchestration

LOB
LOB System
System
Connectors
Connectors

Work
Tray

Services

Email

Back Office Staff

Council Tax

Internet

Self
Self Service
Service Portal
Portal

Service
Integration

LOB systems
supporting integration
receive the relevant
service/account
details request.

Customer Not Present

Customer Present
Face to Face Counter

Service
Request

Authentication
Service Request
Account Details
Address
Validation

CHANNELS

Customers

PERMITS

Electoral

Library

Leisure

Workflow

4.3.4.

CSV

Back Office staff receives the service
requests for “few” services in RAW format
either via email, CSV file ( on network) or
in a Data Store.
Email, CSV: They input the information
manually into the LOB systems.

Waste Manag.

Document
Management

Illustration 11: IT Architecture Diagram – Solution Option 3b
Benefits
Highest front and back office
savings
Elimination of manual
intervention
Fully customised & flexible
solution to add more services
Potential to offer account
access & change of
circumstances services.

Limitations

Impact of software upgrades
on connectors
High cost and effort required
in initial development

Customer Experience
Customer gets registered realtime
Customer can be informed of
status through the service
portal
Account access can be
provided
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4.4.

Solution Options: Comparison summary

Features

Option 1

Customer access

Through off-the-shelf
Eforms

Integration with
back office systems

No integration

Channel Neutral

No benefit in using for
F2F & Tel channels as rekeying of data in back
office will be required

Data Integrity

Potential for data errors
as the data has to be rekeyed into back office
systems

Impact of Upgrades

No impact based on back
office system upgrades

Registration status

No registration status is
provided to customer

Account Information

No access to account
details for the services

Cashable Benefits
Development Costs

Policy Implications

Authentication &
Security

Low savings in front
office. No savings in the
back office.
Relatively low cost of
development

Option 2
Through E-forms or
bespoke Portal
One-way, asynchronous
integration
Limited benefit in using
for F2F & Tel channels as
registration will need to
be processed by back
office
Ensures data consistency
as common data
integrates into back
office systems
Any upgrades to the back
office system will have
an impact on connectors
Confirmation of data
receipt into back office
system provided.
Registration status not
provided.

Option 3
Through System Vendor
product or bespoke
Portal
Two-way, synchronous
integration
Fully Channel neutral
solution. Can be used for
F2F & Tel channels for
highest efficiency
Ensures data consistency
as common data
integrates into back
office systems
Any upgrades to the back
office system will have
an impact on connectors
Status confirmation
provided to user in a
“real-time” environment

No access to account
details for the services

Full account access
available including
potential to allow minor
changes

Medium level savings in
front and back office

High level of savings in
front and back office

Medium level of
development cost

Medium to High level of
development cost
Review of policies
required to facilitate
self-service registration
based on automatic
validation or post-event
evidence submission.

No change required to
existing policies.

Limited or no change
required to existing
policies.

Low Risk. Basic email
and password
authentication required.

Medium Risk. Data
integrates into the
system. Additional
authentication
procedures may be
required before
registration can be
completed.

Higher Risk. Multiple
authentication
procedures may be
required & supported by
off-line address
validation after the
event.
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4.5.

To-be User Journey Maps

Based on the potential solution options, this section outlines the user journey maps.

4.5.1.

To-be User Journey Map: Option 1a
(Off-the-shelf Eforms)

Illustration 12: To-be User Journey Map: Option 1a
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4.5.2.

To-be User Journey Map: Options 2a & 2b
(Integrated Eforms – Off-the-shelf or bespoke)

Illustration 13: To-be User Journey Map: Options 2a & 2b
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4.5.3.

To-be User Journey Map: Options 3a & 3b
(Integrated Self-service – Vendor product/bespoke)

Illustration 14: To-be User Journey Map: Options 3a & 3b
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5. BUSINESS CASE
5.1.

Approach, assumptions & limitations

The following flowchart outlines the approach adopted to calculate the savings & costs
for the business case. All references are made to the Business case spreadsheet.

Collate the Volumes data (p.a) for
each service in scope (per
Council).

Outline the Online channel
migration take-up rate for all three
Councils for the next 5 years.

The cost of new process, based on
online migration assumptions, is
calculated.

Estimate Staff costs for Front
Office and Back office (based on
benchmarked data from Local
Authorities)

Collate timings for Current
registration process. This is based
on current service design (Front
office/ Back office) in each Council,
and benchmark Activity based
costing data

Estimate the new process timings
for each Service per solution option
proposed. Calculate the new cost
of process based on these timings.

For the 5 solution options,
estimate the savings (Front office &
Back office). This will give the
potential process savings for every
service in scope for the 3 Councils.

Calculate net Process savings i.e.,
current process cost less new
process cost (for each solution
option per Council for years 1 to 5)

Calculate the estimated costs for
each solution option. This includes
IT implementation costs, Business
analysis, maintenance, connectors
(as applicable) and support costs.

Calculate the estimated costs of
implementation when the
development is shared between 2
Councils. Re-Calculate the Net
Results.

Outline the Net Result for every
solution Option per Council, i.e.,
Total process savings less Cost of
implementation.

Illustration 15: Business Case Approach
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The main assumptions for the calculation of savings are:
o

All six* services (Council tax, Parking, Waste & Recycling, Electoral, Library, &
Leisure) have been included in the solution for all Councils. For Bexley,
Recycling permits has also been considered *(i.e., the seventh service)

o

The service take-up rate estimates are based on the statistic that Internet
penetration levels are 75% households in London (based on National statistics
estimates for 2008). It’s also based on the benchmark available for a London
Authority where online parking renewals had a take-up rate of over 60% in year
1. Therefore the online service take-up rate has been assumed at a level of
30% (Year 1), 40% (Year 2), 50% (Year 3), 60% (Year 4) & 70% (Year 5).

o

The savings are process-based. These only account for new registrations. None
of the additional savings that may accrue from full self-service have been
calculated.

o

The process timings for existing and to-be processes are based on actuals or
benchmarking information, taking into account the access channel & service
design per client.

The main assumptions for the calculation of costs are:
o

The cost of connectors for all systems has been assumed either based on
actuals or benchmarked information.

o

The cost of solution options has been calculated for individual council as well
as shared development between 2 councils. Only the front-end portal
development has been considered as shared cost. For the purpose of this
business case, the economies from shared development due to common backoffice systems have not been included. However, there will be further
reduction in costs due to shared integration requirements.

o

Any physical infrastructure costs (such as servers etc) have not been included
as these will be specific to the IT set-up at the client organisation.

o

The chart that follows shows the main cost headings and the solution options
that it applies to.
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Solution Options
Cost Headings

1a

2a

2b

3a

3b

Development, branding & design of
Customer Portal (User interface)
Development/ implementation of E-Forms
Development of Customer views of
Account login details & history
Delivery of form data to back office staff
as email, attachment or into workflow
Connectors & related development for
data integration to back office systems
Portal/ holding area for back office to view
& process form data
2-way Connectors & related development
for customers to access Account
Vendor software product
Business Analysis

Illustration 16: Applicable costs per Solution Option
The main limitations of the business case calculations are:
o

The cost of connectors for certain IT systems has been assumed based on
benchmarking data or related assumptions (where suppliers did not provide
this information). This may vary (+-15%) as compared to actuals.

o

The cost of development assumes that all 7 services (6, in case Recycling
Permits are not issued) will be integrated. A client may decide to integrate
fewer services or relevant connectors may not be available, and that will
impact the business case results.

o

The Business case is based on a cost model created on the basis of standard
assumptions. The cost of developing each solution has been considered as
independent of the service volumes and specific IT system implications for
each client. The actual costs for each client would vary from those in the
business case (within a practical range of +-15%).
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Additional savings for self-service solution have not been calculated:
o

The Net result calculation for Option 3b does not take into account the
benefits that will accrue from reduced repeat and follow up contact, as
well as reduction in change of circumstances enquiries when residents are
able to access their account online. The business case analysis scope has
been limited to new registration processes. It’s estimated that the
potential monetary benefit (not analysed as out of scope for this review),
could be as high as the total benefit already projected in this business case.
There will also be additional non-monetary customer benefits. Equally,
there will be additional costs in order to enable these functionalities.
However, the net marginal return on that investment will be much higher.

o

Some of the potential benefits (accruing mainly from Option 3b) are
outlined below:

Service

Transactions (in addition to
new registrations)
Direct Debit set-up and
changes

Potential for annual transactions to
migrate to self-service Portal
Annual transaction volume of upto 40% of
total number of Council tax Accounts

Payments
Council Tax

Account & balance enquiries
General Change of
circumstances requests

Annual transaction volume of upto 30% of
total number of Council tax Accounts

Banding Enquiries

Annual transaction volume of upto 30% of
total number of Council tax Accounts

Parking Permit Renewals

Annual transaction volume of upto 125% of
total number of new Permits issued

Penalty charges

Variable annual volume

Notification of changes &
annual Canvass updates

Annual transaction volume of upto 100% of
total electors

Waste &
Recycling

Service requests

Variable annual volume

Library
Services

Renewals and membership
account management

Annual transaction volume of upto 300% of
total active membership

Leisure
Services

Booking & management of
sports facilities including
payment

Variable annual volume

Parking
Permits
Electoral
Registration

Illustration 17: Potential additional savings from Self-service
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5.2.

Estimated Savings & Costs
Service Volumes for new Registrations

50000
40000

Council Tax

Parking
Permits

Electoral
Services

H&F

Library

Leisure

Wandsworth

3994

435
750

14000

11034

8570

20802

15638

14373

9000

11358

0

8315

10000

8560

20000

20000

27972

41490

47837

30000

19030

New Registration Transactions p.a.

60000

Waste &
Recycling*
Bexley

Chart 18: Current Service volumes for new Registrations p.a (*includes Information or/& Recycling Permits).
Current Activity based Process Costs
Total Process cost of new
registration transactions*:
H&F: £422,986
Wandsworth: £636,776
Bexley: £328,328

£300,000
£250,000

Council Tax
H&F

Parking
Permits

Electoral
Services

Library

Wandsworth

Leisure

£7,423

£1,058

£614

£0

£0

£0

£0

£48,074

£63,950

£44,186

£48,074

£63,950

£44,186

£38,538

£217,296

£130,698

£100,000

£147,812

£150,000

£50,000

*excludes overheads or other costs.

£312,985

£200,000

£110,024

Total Cost of New Registrations p.a.

£350,000

Waste &
Recycling
Bexley

Chart 19: Current Activity based Process costs for new Registrations
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Based on Charts 18 and 19 in the previous page, we find a high number of parking
permit transactions in Wandsworth. Conversely, there is a low volume of parking
permits in Bexley.
The total processing cost in Chart 19 is calculated as activity based costing –
accounting only for the process cost. It does not consider any associated overheads,
support and other costs for the registration process. Subsequently, the potential
savings that may be accrued for such “other” costs have also not been considered in
the business case calculation. This has been done to ensure a consistent and
comparable business case for three clients, without being influenced by specific client
circumstances associated with factors such as accommodation costs, overheads etc.
The chart below shows the per Service (averaged across three clients) contribution to
total savings. The costs are contributed equally by each service (15%-17% per service).

Savings contribution per service

0%

1%

16%
38%
14%

31%
Council Tax
Electoral
Leisure

Parking
Library
Waste & recycling

Chart 20: Average Savings contribution per service for all Clients for all solution options, over 5 years.
The Charts that follow show the main indicators from the Business Case. The savings
and costs are based on three scenarios – realistic (actual calculations), pessimistic
(savings: realistic scenario -10%, costs: realistic scenario +15%) & optimistic (savings:
realistic scenario +10%, costs: realistic scenario -15%)
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Option 3b

Cumulative 5-year Process Savings & Costs (Realistic Scenario)
£1,026,426
£1,009,845
£1,726,885

Option 3a

£838,870
£909,619
£835,057
£1,325,603

Option 2b

£635,696

£508,981
£235,169

Option 2a

£484,218
£189,354
£508,981
£235,169

Chart 21: Cumulative 5-year savings, costs & net result per Option per Client – Realistic scenario
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£2,000,000

Costs
£1,800,000

H&F
£1,600,000

Wandsworth
£1,400,000

£1,200,000

£1,000,000

£800,000

Bexley
£600,000

£400,000

£200,000

£92,380
-£1,061
£174,893
£81,325

£0

Option 1a

-£200,000

£682,808

£189,354

£1,180,390
£908,861
£1,554,197
£754,983
£1,046,062
£751,552
£1,193,043
£572,126
£785,229
£170,418
£458,083
£211,652
£556,850
£170,418
£458,083
£211,652

Chart 22: Cumulative 5-year savings, costs & net result per Option per Client – Pessimistic scenario
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£2,000,000

Costs
£1,800,000

H&F
£1,600,000

Wandsworth
£1,400,000

£1,200,000

£1,000,000

£800,000

£600,000

Bexley
£400,000

£200,000

£106,237
-£955
£157,404
£73,192

£0

-£200,000

Option 1a Option 2a Option 2b Option 3a Option 3b

Cumulative 5-year Process Savings & Costs (Pessimistic Scenario)

Option 1a Option 2a Option 2b Option 3a Option 3b

Cumulative 5-year Process Savings & Costs (Optimistic Scenario)
£872,462

£1,899,574
£922,757
£773,176
£918,563
£1,458,163
£699,265
£208,289

£580,387
£559,879

£258,686
£411,585
£208,289
£559,879
£258,686
£78,523

Chart 23: Cumulative 5-year savings, costs & net result per Option per Client – Optimistic scenario
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£2,200,000

Costs
£2,000,000

H&F
£1,800,000

£1,600,000

Wandsworth
£1,400,000

£1,000,000

£800,000

Bexley
£600,000

£400,000

£200,000

£0

£192,382
£89,457

£1,200,000

-£1,167

-£200,000

£1,110,830

Key points from the previous 3 charts are as follows:
o

The savings, costs and net results are based on three scenarios in order to
account for the possible variations in costs and savings.

o

The aggregate savings are made up of cost reductions in the front and back
office staff due to elimination of processes. The highest benefit comes from
Option 3b – fully integrated self service model – which can also be used across
telephony and F2F channels.

o

The annual savings increase year on year on account of higher take-up rate of
online channel. Typically, the savings in year 5 are twice those of savings in
year 1.

o

The overall savings figure in Bexley is the lowest relative to the other two
councils because of the lower volume of council tax and parking permits.

o

The initial outlay for Option 3 is the highest and this is due to development of
customised portal, integration and support for 6 services (Option 3b) or due to
cost of software and ongoing support by vendors (Option 3a).

o

As the current process in H&F is more streamlined with fewer hand-offs,
solution options 1 & 2 do not return a positive business case. However, in
Wandsworth the current process involves multiple hand-offs, and hence there is
a marginally positive business case even for solution options 1 & 2.

o

The total cost includes initial development cost, ongoing maintenance and cost
of connectors. All physical infrastructure, software, hardware or licenses are
not included as these will vary based on the client situation (requirements of
independent servers vs. virtualisation vs. shared hosting, licenses etc).

The next 6 Charts show the net result for each client over 5 years based on realistic
scenario calculations. There are two charts per client – one reflecting the result based
on individual development by the council while the other chart reflects the result
based on shared (portal) development between 2 councils.
The charts also contain an additional column of estimated potential savings from each
option – these are linked to additional savings that will be accrued outside the scope
of the current analysis which is limited to New Registrations. The estimate is based on
a percentage of the projected savings (35% for Option 3a & 90% for Option 3b) that
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have been calculated based on analysis. This is based on the volume of follow-up &
account enquiries, changes and general enquiries for these services.

Chart 24: H&F – Individual Development – Total Savings, Costs, Net Results & Potential additional Savings
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Chart 25: H&F – Shared Development – Total Savings, Costs, Net Results & Potential additional Savings
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Chart 26: Bexley – Individual Development – Total Savings, Costs, Net Results & Potential additional Savings
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Chart 27: Bexley – Shared Development – Total Savings, Costs, Net Results & Potential additional Savings
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Chart 28: Wandsworth – Individual Development – Total Savings, Costs, Net Results & Potential additional Savings
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Chart 29: Wandsworth – Shared Development – Total Savings, Costs, Net Results & Potential additional Savings
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The two charts that follow show the total cost break-down (for single council as well
as shared (between 2 councils) development) per option over a 5 year period.

Chart 30: Breakdown of Costs – per Solution Option – for individual development per Client
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Chart 31: Breakdown of Costs – per Solution Option – for shared development between two Clients
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The Charts below show the total cost break-down (for single council development).
The
Total Cost breakdown (5 yrs) Option 1a
Total Cost: £92,380

16%

cost

comparison

highlights

that

IT

implementation costs are largest component
(includes development, design, system & UAT
testing, project management, IT architecture,

0%

& deployment) for all options except 3a.
The maintenance cost consists of application
55%

29%

maintenance over 5 years. It’s assumed as a
dedicated 0.5 FTE for option 3a and 1.0 FTE
for option 3b.

IT implementation
Connectors

Business Analysis
Maintenance

Cost of connectors includes initial investment
as well as ongoing maintenance for 5 years.

Total Cost breakdown (5 yrs) Option 2a

Total Cost breakdown (5 yrs) Option 2b

Total Cost: £484,218

7%

10%

Total Cost: £682,808

25%

45%
36%
6%

62%

9%
IT implementation
Connectors

Business Analysis
Maintenance

Total Cost breakdown (5 yrs) Option 3a

12%

IT implementation
Connectors

Business Analysis
Maintenance

Total Cost breakdown (5 yrs) Option 3b
Total Cost: £1,026,426

15%
20%
3%

50%
22%
70%

Total Cost: £909,619

IT implementation

Business Analysis

Vendor Software

Maintenance

8%
IT implementation
Connectors

Business Analysis
Maintenance

Chart 32: Breakdown of Cost components per Solution Option
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6. IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW
6.1.

High-level Impact Assessment

An organisational redesign project can impact on a number of areas. A summary of the
project’s impacts (for each option) is provided below. The impact has been classified
as major, moderate or minor, along with identification of primary issues.

Options 1a, 2a & 2b
Impact Areas

Major Moderate Minor

Primary Issues /Actions

People
Organisational Culture
Organisation
Structure/Design

Job
Responsibilities

•

None

•

Minor impact on front office & back
office as there may be some staff
savings.

•

New responsibilities for the back
office to retrieve/ process data
entered through online channel

•

None

•

None

•

None

•

Customer
communication
to
encourage usage of online e-forms

•

Minor impact on front office & back
office as there may be some staff
savings.

•

Eform data re-keying required at the
back-office (option 1a). Registration
will be processed based on data



Design/



Capability Requirements
Staff Motivation/Incentives
Management Reporting



Communications

Human
Management

Resource



Process
Process flows/ Workflows
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received through online forms and
integrated into the systems (options
2a & 2b).
Technology
Technology

•

Interfaces 



Minor for Option 1a. Major for
Options 2a & 2b as it involves
connectors into the back end systems

Options 3a & 3b
Impact Areas

Major Moderate Minor

Primary Issues /Actions

People
•

Customer self-service registration
will involve a major change in the
culture from a manual intervention
in every registration to automatic
approvals based on pre-set rules –
and after-the-event corrections, if
required.

•

Major impact on front office & back
office as there will be staff savings,
especially when channel migration to
online increases.

•

Some new responsibilities for the
back office to check registration data
and
take
after-the-event
intervention, if required.

•

None

•

None

•

New management reporting structure
to
include
online
channel
performance metrics

•

Customer
encourage

Organisational Culture



Organisation
Structure/Design

Job
Responsibilities



Design/



Capability Requirements
Staff Motivation/Incentives
Management Reporting

Communications




communication
usage of online
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to
self

service
Human
Management

Resource

•

Major impact on front office & back
office structure as there may be staff
savings.

•

Auto
registration
will
require
defining rules to allow certain types
of
cases
to
be
registered
automatically, while others may
require staff intervention (e.g, if the
existing council tax account is in
arrears, an exemption is involved
etc).

•

Major technology impact due to new
connectors, integration and direct
write-access to the back-office
systems. Major impact on systems
security
and
associated
rules
(authentication, service attacks etc).



Process
Process flows/ Workflows



Technology
Technology

Interfaces



6.2.

High-level Transition Plan

The table below illustrates the main activities and responsibilties involved in
implementing the solution options. It highlights the key activities (work-streams)
involved in the transition to the new to-be design, depending on which solution option
is implemented. Closer to the implementation, and depending on the solution option
selected, these activities will need to be defined in greater detail and integrated into
the detailed programme plan.
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Applicable to Option(s)
Activity/
Workstream

1a

2a, 2b

3a, 3b

Testing & Feedback





Responsibility/ Dependencies/ Notes
•

The programme team will be responsible to
undertake system testing and facilitate UAT
to ensure that all bugs are resolved. Initial
beta launch could be done with a selected
sample of customers to incorporate
feedback.

•

This would be part of the overall programme
communication. HR will ned to to keep
teams informed of implementation process &
timelines involved. Council will need to keep
the customers informed of the new access
channel in order to promote channel
migration.

•

For solution options 2 and 3, where
organisational restructuring is expected, HR
will be required to schedule interviews after
consultation with Unions, as applicable, is
completed. Interviews will be needed for
appointments to new posts/ structure.

•

The programme team will be required,
together with the managers, to provide
support to implement the training plan.

•

Due to the potential scale of organisational
restructuring, there will be impact on the
accommodation plan. Sponsor and managers
will determine the accommodation plan for
the new team(s).

•

A benefits realisation plan should be agreed
at the start of the programme, and key
personnel should be made responsible
(Manager, HR, Sponsor) to ensure that the
benefits are realised.



Communications







Interviews



Training







Accommodation



Benefits
Realisation
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6.3.

High-level Programme Plan

The charts below illustrate the high-leve programme plan for the two main
workstreams – Business analysis and IT. An outline plan has been provided for each
option. The key assumptions, applicable to all five plans, are:
o

Timeline assumes some parallel development time.

o

The total duration specified is subject to changes (reduction or increase)
depending on the actual programme plan and number of resources working on
the project.

o

Project Resources assumed for the plans:
o

Business Analysis Workstream: Senior Business Transformation Analyst(s)
& Business Transformation Analyst(s)

o

IT Workstream: Developer(s), Web Designer(s), Tester(s), Architect,
Project Manager
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Illustration 33: High-level Programme Plans – Options 1a, 2a, 2b, 3a & 3b
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7. CONCLUSION & NEXT STEPS
Based on the analysis, it can be concluded that the two drivers of the savings are
Council tax and Parking permits. The overall net result for self-service solution options
is dependent on the volumes of these two services. For H&F and Bexley, the net result
is either negative or marginally positive for solution options 3a & 3b. For Wandsworth,
due to high transaction volumes, the business case is positive for these solution
options. Also, for Integrated Self service Solutions (solution option 3a and 3b), there
will be additional savings for all three Councils from offering Change of Circumstances,
Account access and other services through the same Online Portal (as outlined in
Illustration 17). If these potential additional savings are taken into account, solution
options 3a & 3b present a strong Net result with break-even in less than 3 years for all
three councils. This strengthens the case to pursue the fully integrated self-service
solution and look beyond just an initial registration service.

It is recommended that the current group of services be rescoped to include only those
services that return the highest relative benefit (financial and customer). In Chart 20
it’s shown that Council tax and Parking together contribute close to 70% of the total
savings in the business case, while costing only 34% of the total cost. Electoral services
and Library membership contribute to the remaining savings.
There is value in adapting the business case based on these 4 core services, and
increased scope to include follow-up and account transactions for such services, i.e.,
full self-service solution. Furthermore, The service take-up rate assumptions can also
be reviewed based on actual customer profile for each Borough.

In summary, based on the net result of this business case, and potential customer
benefits, there is merit in considering Options 3a and 3b for further review. For these
solution options, all three indicators – risks, costs & Benefits (financial & non-financial)
– are very high. Hence, there is a need to undertake a detailed evaluation, before any
of options 3a & 3b can be considered for implementation.
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8. APPENDICES
8.1.

Current Service Process Diagrams

The process diagrams that follow in the subsequent pages illustrate the flows for the
services in scope and draw a comparison between the three client organisations.

The terminology used in the diagrams is explained below.

The “Access Channel” represents the channels available to new residents to request
registration for that service.
The “Reception/Customer Services” represents the front office team. In some cases
(for example, Parking services in Wandsworth), the front office team may process the
request without any hand-offs. In most cases, the front office team represents a light
touch customer request processing team that hands-off to back-office for processing
registration.
The “Document Mgmt/ Workflow” highlights the Document management system in use
(if any) for that service.
The “Processing Team” represents the back office team. In some cases (for example,
Council Tax in H&F), this team may also deal with the customer enquiry directly.
The back office IT system is represented in the rectangle alongside the Processing
team. Any CRM

system in use is represented by another rectangle containing the

system name alongside the back office IT system.
“Manual Intervention” represent hand-offs and multiple processing incidents for the
registration request.
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Illustration 34: Comparison of current service process – Council Tax Registration
Council Tax registration is available across all access channels in the three Councils.
The key differences between the three organisations are:
o

All customer contact is passed through front office in Bexley, while this applies
to Tel and F2F channels in Wandsworth. The registration request is then
scanned/ integrated into the workflow system which is processed by the back
office/ Processing team. From a residents’ viewpoint, they can never expect to
register for Council tax at the first point of contact.

o

The service set-up at H&F means that all requests are processed directly by the
Processing team, that complete the end to end registration at the first point of
contact. H&F is also the only Council, amongst the three, to use a CRM system.

The existing service provision has an impact on the potential solution option for online
access. As E-forms are already available to H&F customers, while Bexley &
Wandsworth do not have that provision, it implies that any Online solution for H&F
Council tax registration will need to go beyond e-forms to add value to the service.
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Illustration 35: Comparison of current service process – Parking Permits
All three clients have the facility to issue Parking Permits at the first point of contact.
The evidence requirements and policies are consistent across all three clients. H&F is
the only Council that has the facility to access the Council tax system to validate
customers residency, allowing them to issue Permits (subject to verification of vehicle
related documentation) without waiting to see the copy of the Council tax bill. This
also means that H&F is able to issue a higher proportion of full permits to new
residents, as opposed to Bexley and Wandsworth, who tend to issue permits of a
shorter duration to most new residents. This leads to follow-on requests for longer
duration permits when the residents subsequently receive a copy of the Council tax
bill.

Data sharing across the IT systems of different services is a key dependency for online
self-service for new residents.
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Illustration 36: Comparison of current service process – Electoral Registration
Electoral Registration process is governed by policy rules that require all new
registrants to return signed applications based on which the register is updated.

The key difference between the Councils is that the Wandsworth Electoral team do
not receive any updates from other services to inform them of new residents in the
Borough. All new electoral registrations are trigerred by the resident getting in touch
with the service, potentially in response to general information about Electoral
registration disseminated in the Borough.

The actual registration process is governed by strict regulations and is consistent
between the three Councils.
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Illustration 37: Comparison of current service process – Library Registration
There are no residency limitations on signing up for a library membership. Even
customers who may not be residents in the Borough can request library membership.

The key difference between the three Councils is that Wandsworth does not issue
temporary membership cards. This means that users have to bring in their evidence
F2F for validation in order to be issued a membership card – even though they may
submit the request online.
In H&F, users can sign up online through self-service portal and receive their
temporary membership immediately. This allows them limited access to library
borrowing. Thereafter, the permanent membership is subject to evidence verification
during the first library visit.
In Bexley, the same policy as H&F applies, except that the system does not facilitate
self-service – all online requests are processed by the back-office who issue temporary
membership cards by post.
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Illustration 38: Comparison of current service process – Waste & Recycling Information Provision
New Resident request for Waste & Recycling services relate mainly to information
provision for recycling collection timings. In some cases, there could be specific
service requests relating to request for bin or sacks (based on the Council policies).
In all three Councils, the resolution is done at the first point of contact. Wandsworth
have a dedicated Waste & Recycling team that deals with enquiries across all access
channels. H&F have a shared contact centre to deal with tel, email and web enquiries,
while the F2F contact is dealt with by the back office. In Bexley, all enquiries are
dealt by a shared Contact centre and reception team.

All three client organisations have an integrated automatic interface to transfer
service requests to the suppliers/ contractors.
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Illustration 39: Comparison of current service process – Leisure Services Membership
The Leisure centre service is outsourced in all three client organisations. All new
membership enquiries are dealt with and managed directly by the suppliers. The
standard process is to issue new membership cards through F2F channel only. Tel,
email and web enquiries are handled directly by the suppliers.

There is no exchange of customer data or registration information between the
Council and their Partner.

H&F also issue a “Lifestyle” card that offers discounted access to the Leisure facilities.
This card is issued and managed by the Council directly – although its used at the
outsourced Leisure facilities.
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8.2.

List of Stakeholder meetings

Below is a list of the stakeholders and organisations with whom face to face meetings
were conducted as part of this project.

Chart 40: List of Stakeholders met
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8.3.

Benchmarking

The Chart below outlines the results of our benchmarking undertaken with some other
London Councils. It shows the current online service provision in comparson to the
client organisations.

Illustration 41: Benchmarking of Online service provision
Most of the Councils offer downloadable forms as on online service access provision.
Besides Library services in H&F and Bexley, no other Council offers Self-service for an
of the listed services.
The options for the client organisations, in order to move forward, are to either
undertake a gradual transition from downloadable forms to E-forms to Self-service, or
move directly from their current position to the self-service model. The latter offers
higher savings in front and back office, along with substantial customer benefit. It also
offers a future opportunity to expand the online offering and allow account
transactions.
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8.4.

Technical specifications for Solution Options

The list below shows the technologies used by the proposed components:

Resident Service Portal:
Operating System: Windows 2003 Standard (or Higher)
Application Host: IIS 6 (or Higher)
Database: SQL Server 2005
Runtime Framework: .Net 3.5 (or Higher)
Language: C#

Description:
Service portal will be used by the residents to register for number of online services
available to them. It will be using Forms authentication for authenticating the
residents. It will be built on the .Net Framework which provides a rich library of builtin components to be used within the application. This is a Generic portal and is reuseable across number of boroughs. Custom-branding for each client will be required.

Business/Data Layer Components:
Operating System: Windows 2003 Standard (or Higher)
Application Host: IIS 6 (or Higher)
Database: SQL Server 2005
Runtime Framework: .Net 3.5 (or Higher)
Language: C#

Description:
Business/Data Layer will be a .Net component which will be used by the service portal
to deliver the requests in any of the following formats:
o

Email

o

CSV

o

Holding area

o

Call to Connector
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This component decouples the request delivery logic from the Service Portal. Except
for “Call to Connector”, the other three delivery mechanisms are generic.

Staff Portal (Holding Area):
Operating System: Windows 2003 Standard (or Higher)
Application Host: IIS 6 (or Higher)
Database: SQL Server 2005
Runtime Framework: .Net 3.5 (or Higher)
Language: C#

Description:
Staff portal will be used by the staff to view the various service requests. It is used in
the work flow scenarios. It allows the BackOffice Staff to change the Status of the
Service Request and also send the request to the BackOffice system using the Call to
Connector. It will be using Forms & Windows authentication for authenticating the
BackOffice Staff. Staff within the Council’s domain will be authenticated using the
Windows authentication and the staff/contractors using the portal from outside the
domain will be authenticated using Forms authentication. This is a Generic portal and
is re-useable across number of boroughs. Custom-branding for each Client will be
required.

Connector Components:
Operating System: Windows 2003 Standard (or Higher)
Application Host: IIS 6 (or Higher)
Database: SQL Server 2005
Runtime Framework: .Net 3.5 (or Higher)
Language: C#

Description:
This component will be responsible to communicate with the Connectors for the
BackOffice systems. This will be the only component in the solution which will be
custom built based on the BackOffice system requirements for each client. If the same
BackOffice system is used by more than one client, then there is a possibility of the re-
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usability of the component. Mapping between the requests & responses will be
implemented using the Style Sheets which is industry standard for the mapping. These
components could connect to the following two types of connectors for the BackOffice
systems.

Web Services (SOAP/Rest API):
These are the most traditional form of connectors exposed by most the BackOffice
providers. These are also the industry standard way of integrating two systems. In this
approach, the message formats are agreed to be shared between the participating
systems for communicating with each other. As the message formats are contracts,
any changes made to them by the BackOffice providers will be notified in advance.
Therefore specific actions will be taken to make sure that the integration between the
two systems continues to work uninterruptedly.

HTML Form Post & Screen Scrapping:
This integration technique is also widely used in the scenarios where there are no Web
Services available from the BackOffice system provider but they may provide some
portal product to request for the services and view the account details. Mostly, the
BackOffice system providers do not support this form of integration due to a number
of reasons:
o

No agreed message format

o

Portal product interface could be changed at any time
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8.5.

IT systems mapping for London Councils

IT systems mapping of London Councils. See embedded spreadsheet below (or for pdf
copy, see additional file).

IT Systems
Comparison - London Councils.xls
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